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7 Promises for fair judgment.

1. Competition examination will be done by curtain judge.
Excepting public review, Art tip contest, Acrylic Natural Sculpture, Model contest

2. Reliable and experienced judges will be in charge of the contest.
Regardless of domestic and international, we ask experienced teachers to be in charge of the contest.

3. Judges will not enter the competition venue.
Judges will be forbidden to enter the competition venue. They never know who make works to be judged.

4. We will evaluate studentʼs works with unbiased review by item.
One judge will not evaluate every single item. Each judge has their own items to evaluate.
Then all of them are totally evaluated.

5. An inspector will be in the judgement room.
She will be there to prevent cheating.

6. Anyone excepting an aggregator canʼt touch any other examination tables.
When the judgement is finished, an examination table is sealed by a review supervisor and handed to the
aggregator. Also this procedure will be disclosed to the public.

7. After everything is over, an examination table will be disclosed to the public.
In order to improve transparency of the judgement and competitorʼs skills, after an award ceremony, we
will disclose the points of all competitor on the website.
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Competition overview

Event date: Saturday 18th February 2017
Venue: Fukuoka Belle Epoch Beauty college
Postal code 812-0033 4-17 Taihaku-machi Hakata-ku Fukuoka city
※If you have any questions, please ask competition secretariat.

Opening time: 9:00 am

Access

●From Hakata

By subway Hakata station to Tenjin station(toward Kaizuka area)

→Tenjin station to Gofuku-machi station(Exit No.3)

→It will take about 10minutes on foot from Gofuku-machi station.

●From Tenjin

By subway Tenjin station to Gofuku-machi station(Exit No.3)

→It will take about 10minutes on foot from Gofuku-machi station.

●From Fukuoka airport

By subway Fukuoka airport station to Nakasukawabata station(toward Kaizuka area)

→Nakasukawabata station to Gofuku-machi station(Exit No.3)

→It will take about 10minutes on foot from Gofuku-machi station.

The concept of KYUSHU NAILSHOW 2017
Beyond the here

~ Insatiable questing heart to improve skills

It will exceed generation and gender, even national border~
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Competition overview

KYUSHU NAIL SHOW2017 Executive Committee

Convention chairperson Miku Abe

Committee member

KYUSHU NAIL SHOW2017 Organizing Committee

Notice about Recruitment of KNS member

KYUSHU NAIL SHOW2017 Executive Committee is recruiting members to improve quality of our

business. If you have any interests, please ask us.
※ You donʼt nees any qualifications to join but there are some conditions about business type and

management status. Please note that. About details, don’t hesitate to ask us.

Manicurists have responded changes in trends and times, women’s desire for the beauty

since modern nail culture rooted in Japan. Now nothing has changed. Every time

manicurists have Insatiable questing heart to improve skills. Now this heart is finding

new aspect exceeding gender and national border. And beyond the here with you…
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Free section: Acrylic French sculpture

1. Time limit 75minutes

You put Acrylic French sculpture on 5 fingers of your model’s one hand.

You can choose left hand or right hand. Two competitors can use each hands of one model.

2. In advance you must not put anything on models nail. Sanding must be the first action.

3. Cut style should be square, the length should be a well-balanced length between 1~1.5cm.

Thickness should be 1 mm or less. (Thinner is preferable.)

4. Materials you use should be only acrylic. Colors can be white, pink, clear, virtual.

(Virtual must be matching with modelʼs skin color.)

5. Finishing process should be High Shine. You must not use Top coat and Gel.

6. You can prepare the form in advance.

7. You must not use Nail machine, Chamois buffer, any other buffing creams.

8. You can use only water. You must not use Oil, Humectant.

9. The ratio of white and pink

Regulation of Judgement
・ Product control(without bubble, Color unevenness, Yellow tint)
・ Smile line(with a proper line for nails, without Rattling, Uniformity of five nails, Overflow of pink)
・ Cuticle area(without Rattling, Adhesion on skin, float, too much spaces)

・ Side straight

(with connection from sidewall, without cracks, Uniformity of five nails and left and right )

・C-curve(Uniformity of five nails, concave, convex, with 30% curve, Symmetrical roundness)
・ Thickness(Uniformity of five nails, with thin completion)

・ Form(with high point, length, high point on center of a nail, Uniformity of five nails)
・ Overall impression(with or without Uniformity of five nails, high shine, form, dust)

・High shine, Surface(completion without unevenness, scratch, with beautiful gloss)
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Free section: Nail care and French manicure

1.Time limit 50minutes

After Filing and Cuticle treatment of ten fingers of your model, You finish up works with coloring and

french style.

2. In advance you must not put anything on models nail. If you need care , it must be finished until one
week ago. Care in advance will be Deduction 5 points.

3. Repairing broken nails is allowed. The length of free-edge should be by 5mm.
4. Cut-style should be roundness. You have to prepare the shape except roundness in advance. (ex.

Square , square-off, Oval and so on.)
5. You put pink or beige as base-color. (be careful not to show nail claw)

6. White of French nail should be written by only polished brush.
7. You must not use polish including pearl and glitter.
8. You must not use Oil, Humectant.

9. Setting table should be done hygienically.
10. You must not use gel-nail and acrylic products.
11. You must not use Nail machine. You must use Metal pusher or Cuticle nipper.

12. You must put Basecoat , base-color, french-color, top-coat as coloring.
How many times you put is as you like.

Regulation of Judgement
・ Unevenness of roundness(Uniformity of ten fingerʼs round angle, without corner, Deviation of center

position)
・ Cuticle area(without redness and bleeding, Loose cuticle, Marginalization of hard-skin, dry-feeling,

proper Symmetrical line)

・ Sideline(Unpainted color, without unevenness and rattling )
・ Uniformity of surface(without overall unevenness, roughness)
・ Uniformity of Smile line(with same line of ten nails, Uniformity for roundness, with Symmetrical line)
・Uniformity of width of smile line(with same line of ten nails, balance for the length of nails, Deviation of

center position, uniformity of top-end )
・ Length(with proper length for nails)
・ Overall impression(with Symmetry, unevenness, gloss, good completion)
・Base color (matching of colors, without rattling and overflow)
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Special section: Model contest

1. The model of Free section “Nail care and Polished coloring” is going to join automatically.

2. Judgement will be done after setting table until starting the competition.

※Notes for Special section

・ Models up to 3rd place will be awarded Trophy and awards.

・ The rank of model contest does not necessarily match the rank of Nail care and Polished coloring.

・Please stay in the venue to the awarding ceremony as much as possible. Because There is a possibility

of being honored.

Examination criteria

・ Flexibility of hands

・Whether the length of the nail bed is appropriate for the hand size

・Whether the state of the nail plate is healthy

・Whether the ten fingers are left-right symmetric in the state where the state of the cuticle is not pushing

up

・ little difference in balance between left and right hands

・Whether the nail growing angle is 10 warp or less warping or falling

・ Condition of the hand skin has a transparent feeling, is fine and moist

・ joints of 10 fingers without distortion

About Model contest
Model contest is the section to reconsider the existence of hand model for nailist. Hand model is the

severe roll. Hand models will cooperate to improve skills of nailist and to join the competition but they

are required a variety of things. However only nailist are always taken a spotlights. That’s why we

reconsidered to show our gratitude and blessing for hand models who always cooperate with nailist.

So we established this section. It is very difficult to evaluate models but we will judge them by some

items KNS regards as “Points of Beautiful model”.
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Free section: Acrylic Natural Sculpture

1. Time limit 60minutes. Sanding must be the first action.
You put Natural sculpture on 5 practice hands.

2. You can use only Acrylic. Available powder is natural, pink , clear.

3. Both hands are available. You can put tips in advance.

4. Cut style should be square, the length should be about1mm, Thickness should be 1 mm or less.

5. You can complete with one-tone or Free edge part Natural, Bed part pink or clear.

6. You must not use Oil, Humectant and machine.

7. You must not use Chamois buffer, any other buffing creams.

8. Finishing process should be High Shine. You must not use Top coat and Gel.

9. Maker of practice hand does not matter

Regulation of Judgement
・ Product control(without bubble, Color unevenness, Yellow tint)
・ Cuticle area(without Rattling, Adhesion on hand, too much spaces)

・ Side straight

(with connection from sidewall, without cracks, Uniformity of five nails and left and right )

・High point (with high point on center of a nail, Uniformity of five nails, without too much high point)
・ Thickness of free-edge (Uniformity of five nails, completion less than 1mm)

・ Length(should be finished in a good balance of five nails)

・Overall impression(with or without Uniformity of five nails, high shine, form)

・High shine, Surface(completion without unevenness, scratch, with beautiful gloss)
・ Finished style (The rest of the dust)
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Free section: Salon Work Gel Nail

1. Time limit 60minutes. Sanding must be the first action for ten nails of your model.
And you put gelnail.
2. 9 nails : French style of base clear Left hand ring finger: Gel flat art

(Nails color is free. It doesn’t need French style.)

3. Art theme “WORLD”

4. Cut style should be roundness, the length should be about 5mm, a well-balanced length

5. You have to use only the brush for both French coloring and Art.
6. The color for French should be mat white. (lame and pearl are not available.)
7. You must not use Oil, Humectant and machine.

8. Materials for the part of French should be only gel. Acrylic and polish, painting are not available.

9. Glitter and hologram for the part of art are available. Seals and parts are not available.

Emboss processing by acrylic is not available.

10. You can repair as you like.

Regulation of Judgement
・ Product control(without bubble, gloss, Uncured gel)
・ Unevenness of roundness(Uniformity of ten fingerʼs roundness, without corner, Deviation of center

position)
・ Cuticle area, Sideline(Unpainted color, without rattling, adhesion to the skin)
・ Uniformity of surface(without overall unevenness, roughness)
・ Uniformity of Smile line(with same line of 9 nails, Uniformity for roundness, with Symmetrical line)
・ Uniformity of width of smile line(with same line of 9 nails, balance for the length of nails, Deviation of

center position, uniformity of top-end )
・ Length(same lengths on the left and right, good balanced length of ten nails )

・ Overall impression(with Symmetry, unevenness, gloss, good completion, quality of design)
・Quality of design and originality(Creative and delicate)
・ Proper design for the theme(Whether the design is suitable for the theme”WORLD” or not)

In this section French coloring must be regular style completion.
Please note that Chevron French and Chevrolet French are not covered.
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Free section: Design sculpture Stilett style

1. Time limit 120minutes. Sanding must be the first action. You put acrylic design on 5fingers of your
model and complete with stilett style.
2. No irregularities on the surface(Cover with acrylic clear) Emboss processing is not available.

3. The length from cuticle to top should be more than 5 cm and good balance.

4. Art theme “WORLD”

5. You can not use tip.

6.You can use top coat.

7. You must not use Oil, Humectant and machine.

8. Usable with less than 10% lame, hologram, gel paint combined. Seal, parts unavailable. Also paints

can not be used.

9. Products you can use are gel and acrylic. You can use both of them. Polish except top coat is not
available.

Regulation of Judgement
・ Product control(without bubble, Unevenness, Uncured gel in case of gel coat completion)
・ Cuticle area(without rattling, adhesion to the skin, too much spaces, unnatural thickness)
・ Side straight

(with straight completion for fingers, without cracks, Uniformity of five nails and left and right )

・ C-curve and thickness of free edge (Uniformity of five nails, Whether there is a C curve up to the tip

Uniformity of concave, convex)
・Length more than 5 cm (Whether or not the balance of five is as good as the prescribed length is good)
・ Scratches and gloss on the surface(Whether there is no unevenness or scratch residue)

・High point (Uniformity of five nails, Whether it is connected when viewed from the side)
・ Originality(Whether it is a creative design)
・ Color balance(Whether it is a beautifully colorful finish)
・ Styling(Whether it is a sharp and beautiful finish)
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Free section: Art tip contest

1. You put an Art which matches theme “WORLD” on 5 tips. Length and shapes are free.

2. It is available to write your design on a mount. Decoration on the outside of the case is impossible.

3. Please prepare the case by yourself. The size should be Vertical, horizontal, height one piece within 20

cm.

4. Deadline: Until 12th February 2017

Shipping address

Postal code:753-0086 Inside of nail salon discore 1st floor Yamaguchi Idutsuya, 3-3 Nakaichi,

Yamaguchi-city, Ymaguchi

To KYUSHU NAILSHOW Competition secretariat

TEL: 083-934-3754

Notice:

・ Fix it and ship it so that it does not come off from the mount, or the chip.

・ If the work is damaged or lost during transport, the organizer can not assume any responsibility.

・ Be sure to paste the name on the case back to the case.

・ Be sure to specify the top and bottom.

・Works whose size is over the prescribed are not subject to review

・ Participants from overseas must submit to the reception by 9:30 am on this day.

※If you want to get your works back, we will do it between 3 pm and 4 pm on this day. In this case you

have to show us Entry acceptance completed mail screen and identity card. We can not correspond at

all except this time. Please be careful.

Regulation of Judgement
・ Color balance(Whether it is colorful and eye-catching finish)

・Originality(Whether it is a creative design)
・ Quality(Whether or not each piece of art, parts is delicate and beautiful finish)

・Whether it meets the theme or not(Whether it is a finish suitable for the theme”WORLD” or not)
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・ Free section in team matches: Natural chip overlay

Please make sure that this entry is done only by the representative and not to duplicate entries on
the team.

※This competition will be held by 4 members per a team.(3 Competitors and 1 model )

※Competitor ① Start ~ Putting tips

② Application (Until pinching of the last finger )

③ Filing ~ Finish

On the day, wear an armband distributed for each team.

1. Starting from Sanding.

2. Five hands, 80 minutes, left and right free.

3. Powders you use are only Acrylic powder.(only Natural, Clear and Pink)

4. Tips you use are only Natural.

5. Cut style should be square, the length should be about1mm, Thickness should be 1 mm or less.

6. You must not use Oil, Humectant and machine.

7. You must not use Chamois buffer, any other buffing creams.
8. Finishing process should be High Shine. You must not use Top coat and Gel.

9. One competitor can enter the competition area. After one competitor finished, next competitor enter to

change turns. They can’t do their works at the same time.

10. Team members have to wear same costume. (listband, T-shirt, whole body and so on)

11. In case of rule violation, there is a deduction point for each item.

Regulation of Judgement
・ Product control(without bubble, Color unevenness, Yellow tint)
・ Cuticle area(without Rattling, Adhesion on skin, float, too much spaces)

・ Side straight

(with connection from sidewall, without cracks, Uniformity of five nails and left and right )

・C-curve(Uniformity of five nails, with 30% curve, Symmetrical roundness)
・ Thickness of free-edge (Uniformity of five nails, completion less than 1mm)

・ Length(should be finished in a good balance of five nails)

・Overall impression(with or without Uniformity of five nails, high shine, form)

・High shine, Surface(completion without unevenness, scratch, with beautiful gloss)
・ Finished style (The rest of the dust)
・ Preparing same team costume
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Junior section: Nail care and manicure

※Eligibility for entry：Before applying, be a beauty professional student, a nail specialist.

1. Time limit 60 minutes. First you have to do polished off and nail care for ten nails. Then you will

complete with top coat.

2. Begin with the red polish applied beforehand to the nail of the model.

3. Care of the model should be finished by one week.

4.Repairing is allowed.

5.Polish should be mat. (Glitter and pearl are unavailable.)

6. Cut style should be roundness, the length should be about 5mm, a well-balanced length

7. You must not use gel-nail and acrylic products.
8. You must not use Nail machine. You must use Metal pusher or Cuticle nipper.

Regulation of Judgement
・ Unevenness of roundness(Uniformity of ten fingerʼs round angle, without corner, Deviation of center

position)
・ Cuticle area(without redness and bleeding, Loose cuticle, Marginalization of hard-skin, dry-feeling,

proper Symmetrical line)

・ Sideline(Unpainted color, without unevenness and rattling )
・ Uniformity of surface(without overall unevenness, roughness)
・ Length of 5 nails (It should be in a good balance. Whether it is not too long, fit length.)

・Overall impression(Unevenness, gloss, roundness, good finish)

・ Unpainted part(Whether coloring keeps the cuticle or side unpainted.)
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・ Common subject matter and how to entry

■Common subject matter

・ in all competition

Oil, Cream, chamois buffer, machine are not available.

・ Competition Capacity

Free section French sculpture : 50 persons

Other section: 40 persons (But Unlimited for art chip section only)

■How to entry

・ Entry period 1st December 2016 ~ 1st February 2017

・ Entry fee

Free section: 1 competition 6,000 yen (including tax) 2 competitions 10,000yen(including tax)

3 competitions 15,000yen (including tax)

Junior section: 1 competition 4,000 yen (including tax)

Free section team matches: 1 group 3,000yen (including tax)

・ Entry fee payee

・
Online entry (by PC or smart phone)

Please apply from message form of KYUSHU NAIL SHOW official website.

http://knscomm.jp/

・ FAX entry

After filling in an application form of 15 page, please send it to the following.

083-934-3754 KNS 2017 Secretariat ( in Discore) ※Please pay communication fee.

■Notice: Entry rule

・ After entry various applications, It becomes an official entry after confirming the transfer of the fee.

・ If there is no payment within 10 business days of banking business, Please understand that it may be

regarded as cancellation.

・ When there are incompleteness in various entry application contents, Official entry may not be

possible.

・ In principle, we will reply to you in the same way as you applied. In case it does not reach you we may

call you.

・When the entry is officially accepted, we will notify you by e-mail or fax from the secretariat.

・ Formal entry notification is done by e-mail or fax. There is no mailing such as an entry table.

・ Those who are setting unsolicited e-mails, please confirm that e-mails from "knscomm.jp" arrive in the

settings.

Yucho bank : shop number 748 (748 branch) Normal 8916776 KNS Executive

Committee



・ In case you do not receive an entry notice by February 15, please be sure to contact the secretariat.

・ Entry fee can not be refunded except for the cancellation of the convention due to the organizer side

circumstances. Please be careful.
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FAX entry documents

To KYUSHU NAIL SHOW 2017 Competition secretariat

FAX: 083-934-3754

As followings, I will entry to KNS2017 competition.

Name: ( ) Sent date( )

Address ( )

TEL ( ) FAX( )

Application type ※Please check the type you want to apply.

□Free section: Acrylic French sculpture

□Free section: Nail care and French manicure

□Free section: Acrylic Natural Sculpture

□Free section: Salon Work Gel Nail

□Free section: Design sculpture Stilett style

□Free section: Art tip contest

□Free section in team matches: Natural tip overlay

□Junior section: Nail care and manicure

Total cost

□Free section Number of entries ( ) = ( yen )

□Junior section Number of entries ( ) = ( yen )

□Free section in team matches Number of entries ( ) = ( yen )

( ) types ( )yen (including tax)

Compliance matter

※if you didn’t check, you can not entry officially.

・ Entry fee (including tax)

Free section: 1 competition 6,000 yen

2 competitions 10,000yen

3 competitions 15,000yen

Junior section: 1 competition 4,000 yen

Free section team matches: 1 group



□ I understand all entry rules on page 14.
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Award

・ Comprehensive Grand Prix (Automatic participation in 3 section entry)

Free section (Except team matches) Total score top 3 in the three sections: Trophy

・ Each section:

Top 3 : Trophy and Award

4th and 5th place: Commemorative plate

・ Special section (model)

Top 3: Trophy and Award

Revision information

Regarding the creation of the essentials, we have paid close attention so as not to be incomplete, but if

we inevitably add or change, we will inform you on our official website, Facebook page from time to time.

For the contents of the competition and examination criteria, the latest requirements apply.

1st October 2016 Requirements First edition distribution


